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Abstract. Nowadays many learning programs are motivating students to learn foreign 

languages, business management, personal developments which are essential in daily life. 

Hence, there are useful free websites in this article that can help you assess your language skills, 

and there are also some websites that require a monthly fee. Furthermore, some brief 

explanations are also given about sites and their advantages are investigated step by step. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 21th century learners prefer to use virtual dictionaries and material to practice the 

target language. It is a fact that successful learning not only based on effective strategy, but also 

it also depends on language resources. Obviously, language learners should know what kind of 

language learner they are, finding appropriate sources, tools, methods become much more 

straightforward and will skyrocket their success. In this thesis, some useful sites, websites will be 

discussed. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

There are many ways to learn any foreign language, however it is most important point is 

choosing appropriate sites, books, resources which can help to alleviate learning process. A huge 

target is pointing out which sources are suitable to learn and utilize effectively. 

Before learning language crucial aspect is a trusted tool which is amazing, experienced 

during the period time by learners. In order to decide the resources that are going to be utilized, it 

is necessary to search among students’ interests’ regarding how much they use technological 

tools and about their language proficiency intending to create valid activities for learners. 

Learning, speaking new language like English, Afrikaans, French, Arabic, Norwegian can cause 

to more difficulty spending time for learning process, however there are some ways to pick up 

language without depression and stress. Here are the most excellent language learning tools and 

apps which can give fun during the learning. First one is Mondly which covers friendly interface 

and variety of interactive lessons. One of the best features of Mondly app is opportunity to use 

from reader’s native language; moreover its sphere consists of various languages such as Polish, 

Indonesian, Tagalog, Thai, English, Spanish, French, and German.  

Another one is LearnaLanguage.com which is useful with 19 different languages. Any 

kind of learner can learn over 1400 words by heart through their vocabulary list, verb 

conjugation charts and there is a considerable amount more frees learning to be done in the 9 

languages in which Learnalanguage.com maintains its own Web-based courses. 

If language learner is going to learn a specific language like German, there are some 

advices to use. They are Deutch-lernen.com which begins with 10 beginner lessons and 24 
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advanced grammar lessons. This free resource is a great starting point for beginner level and 

those intimidated by the infamously frustrating German grammar. An addition to this,  Deutsch 

Akademie which has helpful audio clips and interactive lessons, as well as  link to in-person 

courses in Berlin and another part of  Central Europe. Third one is Deutsche Welle that offers 

cources from beginner to advance. 

Moreover, there are websites with video-based learning content illustrates that switching 

on the TV is effective for language learning. If learner wants to soak up the sights and sounds 

what actual everyday speech sounds like and how it is in their target language, tune in and kick 

back for some quality input-based learning with sites, for instance Streema that offers TV 

streaming from over 100 countries around the world in nearly as many languages. Additionally, 

FluentU  is a totally different world of  language learning. After entering this site, learner can 

grasp at least free trial and spend a couple of week’s bingle- learning with various video and 

audio libraries. 

RESULTS 

Nowadays mostly students are trying to learn ESOL, nonetheless they are not aware of 

ESOL Courses which is time saving, all lessons are available online. There is no registration, 

therefore lessons are free and they cover a range of areas as well as levels. Obviously, they are 

more useful and effective lessons than offline courses. Hence, another website English at Home 

offers spoken English, vocabulary and grammar. There are lessons available; however most of 

activities are basic “choose correct answer” which is useful during the self-study. Cleary, there 

some websites and applications can give opportunity write a blog post for learners of any 

language who wishes to study in DuoLingo without any payment. Actually, it is a quite effective 

site because even   a South Korean student can access DuoLingo and learn English with ease of 

using his or her first language. 

DISCUSSION  

From this investigation, there is a huge result with finding resources both chargeable and 

free course that include various materials like videos, audios connected with target language. 

These courses not only offer speaking and grammar, but also writing a blog post.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In the research process pluses of the information-communicative technologies practically 

confirmed. Because of learner’s opportunity to do self-guided work with necessary information 

and creation of the positive psychological atmosphere in the educational process, organization of 

learner’s address, corrected, controlled self-guided activities. Thus, the use of such kind of 

websites, resources and the internet in the education process facilitates its humanization. 
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